Question Tags English Grammar Game
question tags - skopalic - a tag question is a short question (e.g. have you? / haven’t you?) that follows a
statement: 2. normally we use a positive question tag with a negative sentence: and normally we use a
negative question tag with a positive sentence: 3. how do we form question tags? a) auxiliaries like be, have,
can, may, must, should, etc. used in the statement are reported at the end followed by the subject ...
grammar challenge - bbc - grammar challenge – question tags exercise 1: match the beginnings of the
sentences to the correct endings. 1. i was looking forward to that film, but it was a load of rubbish, a. …isn't it?
2. he talked and talked about the same topic for hours, b. …have they? 3. that's my coat, c. …doesn't she? 4.
you don't know the answer, d. …didn't he? 5. they haven't been married very long, e ... complex test
question tags - englisch-hilfen - englisch-hilfen – learning english online question tags - test . a - which
sentences are correct? 1) which sentence is correct? a) there's a fly in your soup, is there? bbc learning
english - quiznet - bbc learning english - quiznet questions tags: answers: 1. he lives in tokyo now, _____ a.
lives he? - make a question tag with the auxiliary verb ‘does’ not with the main verb ‘lives’. b. doesn’t he? make a question tag with the negative auxiliary verb ‘doesn’t’ and make a question word order. correct c. does
he? - make a question tag with the negative auxiliary verb ... grammar videos: question tags exercises british council - grammar videos: question tags – exercises 1. check your grammar: gap fill complete the
sentences with a word from the box. auxiliary positive negative be do grammar videos: question tags british council - grammar videos: question tags we add question tags to the end of statements to turn them
into questions. they are used in spoken language, especially when we want to check something is true, or
invite people question)tags)),)exercises) - my english classes - indirect)questions)–)exercises))
match)the)situations)on)the)left)with)an)indirect)question)on)the)right:)) 1) you’re!notwearing!your!watch)
a)have!you!any ... the right question tag - pearsonlongman - the right question tag teacher’s notes: aim:
to provide further practice of question tags. this worksheet is designed to be used in conjunction with unit 1.1.
time: 40 minutes materials: photocopies of the worksheet for each student 1 ask students to read the
sentences and then fill in the correct question tag. monitor to check they are going in the right direction and
give help if necessary ... tag questions present simple - perfect english grammar - perfect-englishgrammar tag questions with the present simple present simple - be and other verbs (be careful: ‘i am’ →
‘aren’t i’ but ‘i’m not’ → tag teams: teachers’ notes - onestopenglish - presentation (10 minutes):
depending on the level, present the idea of question tags to confirm information. on the board, show an
example of a regular verb (e.g. name: date: grammar error correction tag questions ... - grammar error
correction tag questions (present & past) positives and negatives find and correct the mistakes in the tag
questions below. 1. they live in san francisco, aren’t they? 2. he didn’t buy the chairs, doesn’t they? 3. we are
late, do we? 4. he can’t swim, does he? 5. she was a student, isn’t she? 6. thomas saw a movie, wasn’t he? 7.
he couldn’t answer the question, did ... question tags rules - wordpress - question tags are formed with the
auxiliary or modal verb from the statement and the appropriate subject. a positive statement is followed by a
negative question tag. complex test question tags - answers - englisch-hilfen - englisch-hilfen – learning
english online question tags - test - answers . a - which sentences are correct? 1) which sentence is correct? a)
tag questions game. - esl galaxy - then, start reading the sentence and make the right tag question to
continue. if a if a player lands on 5 for example, s/he say something like this “your brother was a sailor,
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